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Warnings 

The installation, application and protect procedure of TJCS6000 series on line low power 

consumption motor soft starter should pay attention to the following matters: 

※ Before installation, the user should read this operation instruction carefully. 

 ※ The soft starter should installed by a competent electrician. 

※ The output terminals（U、V、W） are not allowed to be connected with capacitors.  

※ The soft starter must be disconnected from the mains if the maintenance work is 

carried out . 

※ The soft starter should be grounded properly. 

※ Do not try disassembling, changing, and repairing the soft starter. 

※ The capacity of soft starter should be matched with the motor.  

1. Brief introduction for TJCS6000 series soft starter 

TJCS6000 series smart online low power consumption motor soft starter can be applicable 

for three phase AC squirrel-cage  type induction motors which rated voltage is AC 380

（220、440、660）V，50（60）Hz., and rated current is 800（1400）A and below. The soft 

starter is modular type. It should been applied combining with proper breaker and installed 

to inside of the cabinet, but a by-pass contactor and thermal relay are not necessary. It 

provides the starting control, all motor protection and current monitoring functions. 

2. Type code and unpacking check 

2.1 Type code 
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2.2 Unpacking check procedure 

The performance of each TJCS6000 series soft starter has been already strictly tested. After 

the case is unpacked, the user should follow the below check procedures. If there are any 

problems, please contact with us. 

2.2.1 The product model check 

Check the type code on the nameplate of the case of soft starter, be sure which is same with 

your order. The last 3 numbers of the type code represent the power capacity of this soft 

starter, which should matched with the controlled motor (also can be known from the 

keypad, the details refers to the PRODUCT INTRODUCTION), this value must not 

smaller than under the rated power of the controlled motor.  

2.2.2 Other checks 

Each soft starter will be attached with one set of quality certificate, operation manual and 

product guarantee-repair bill respectively. 
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2.2.3 Product guarantee-repair period 

One year after delivery. 

3. The requirements of application and installation 

TJCS6000 series soft starter should be applied under the below stated circumstance and 

installation requirements. Otherwise, the performance cannot be ensured. Even worse the 

lifetime of the soft starter will be reduced and then be damaged. 

3.1 Applications of the soft starter 

 Executive standard: IEC 60947-4-2:2002；GB14048.6-2008 

 Mains voltage: AC 220V/380V/440V/660V，50/60HZ 

 Controlled motor: Three phase squirrel-cage type induction motor and the rated 

power should match with the one of the soft starter (see table 1, 2, 3 ).  

 Starting frequency: less than 6 times per hour 

 Cooling way: air circulation 

 Protection grade: IP20 

 Ambient temperature: -15℃~40℃ 

 Ambient humidity: relative humidity will be less than 93% without coagulation 

 Applicable location: indoor, no erosion gas and conductivity dust. This position 

should have good ventilation and less vibration.(less than 0.5g)    

 Altitude height: under 2000m    

3.2 Technique Parameters 
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Table.1 the parameters of 220V TJCS6000 series soft starter 

Model 
Frame 
Grade 

Current (A) 

Rated current 
(A) 

Adopted 
Motor 

Power(KW)

Start 
Consumption

(W) 

Operation 
Consumption

(VA/W) 

Control 
Circuit 

consumption(
VA) 

TJCS6015 63 15 190 30 
TJCS6022 80 22 240 40 
TJCS6030 

125 
125 30 375 65 

TJCS6045 160 45 720 100 
TJCS6055 200 55 900 120 
TJCS6075 280 75 1260 175 
TJCS6090 315 90 1410 210 
TJCS6115 

400 

400 115 1800 300 
TJCS6132 500 132 2250 195 
TJCS6160 630 160 2830 360 
TJCS6200 700 200 3150 425 
TJCS6220 

800 

800 220 3600 530 

2.5 
 

Note: Both of the by-pass type and the on-line type have the same parameters. 

Table.2 the parameters of 380V/440V TJCS6000 series soft starter   

Model Frame 
Grade 

Current (A) 

Rated current 
(A) 

Adopted 
Motor 

Power(KW)

Start 
Consumption

(W) 

Operation 
Consumption

(VA/W) 

Control 
Circuit 

consumption(
VA) 

TJCS6015 32 15 100 25 
TJCS6022 50 22 150 30 
TJCS6030 63 30 190 30 
TJCS6037 80 37 240 40 
TJCS6045 100 45 300 50 
TJCS6055 

125 

125 55 375 65 
TJCS6075 160 75 720 100 
TJCS6090 200 90 900 120 
TJCS6132 280 132 1260 175 
TJCS6160 315 160 1410 210 
TJCS6200 

400 

400 200 1800 300 
TJCS6250 500 250 2250 195 
TJCS6320 630 320 2830 360 
TJCS6355 700 355 3150 425 
TJCS6400 

800 

800 400 3600 530 

2.5 

Note: Both of the by-pass type and the on-line type have the same parameters. 
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Table.3 the parameters of 660V TJCS6000 series soft starter    

Model Frame 
Grade 

Current (A) 

Rated current 
(A) 

Adopted 
Motor 

Power(KW)

Start 
Consumption

(W) 

Operation 
Consumption

(VA/W) 

Control 
Circuit 

consumption(
VA) 

TJCS6132 160 132 720 100 
TJCS6160 200 160 900 120 
TJCS6200 250 200 1260 175 
TJCS6250 315 250 1410 210 
TJCS6320 400 320 1800 300 
TJCS6355 

400 

450 355 2020 360 
TJC6400 500 400 2250 195 

TJCS6450 550 450 2480 285 
TJCS6500 550 500 2480 285 
TJCS6550 630 550 2830 360 
TJCS6630 700 630 3150 425 
TJCS6750 

800 

800 750 3600 530 

2.5 

Note: Both of the by-pass type and the on-line type have the same parameters. 

3.2 Installation requirements of the soft starter 

 Installation direction and distance: The soft starter should be installed vertically. The 

surroundings of the equipment should reserve enough space to spread the heat from 

the facility. Refer to Figure 3.1 and 3.2; the distance indicated in the figure is 

minimum distance.    

 TJCS6000 cooling is by means of air circulation. Consequently, the air needs to be 

able to move freely above and below the soft starter. When installing a soft starter in 

a switchboard or other enclosure, ensure there is sufficient airflow through the 

enclosure to limit heat rise in the enclosure, shown as Figure 3.3. 
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3.3 The size and installation dimension of the soft starter 

The outline drawing of the 55kW and below TJCS6000 refers to the Figure 3.4 while the 

above 55KW refers to the Figure 3.5. The on-line type and the by-pass type have the same 

outline and installation dimension. 

 

  Figure 3.4  Outline of the 55kW and below  
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B. Power control wiring: the input of ACC220V Control Power  

C. Control wiring: from 12 terminals leading out, which contain remote control input, relay 

output and simulating signal output. 

4.1 The basic wires connection illustration of soft starter 

QF: Breaker     

FU: Quick Fuse (option)                  

KM: Mains Contactor (option) 

KM1: By-pass Contactor(Only By-pass Soft 

starter) 

RQ: Soft starter unit                                  

M: Motor 

Parts in the dashed rectangle are options, and 

breaker can been connected to the soft starter 

directly.  

. 

 

 

 

Attention: In the case of the device to be applied on the place in which lightning stroke 

frequently happen or power supply quality are poor, the arrestor or the surge absorber is 
strongly suggested to be attached to the main circuit.     
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4. The control terminal wiring illustration of soft starter 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Soft starter Terminal Connection 

Programmable Relay Output  

AC380/3A, DC220V/2A 

b. Two Wire control wiring 

T

S

R

W

V

U

K1 

K2 

TP 

Main Power Input 

10 

9 

8 

7 

12 

11 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1

380V/440V: 4-20mA Signal Output 

660V: 380V Power Input 

Relay Outpu: Faultt 

AC380/3A, DC220V/2A 

Motor 

KA 03 

01 Interlock 

 

Programmable Relay output 

AC380/3A, DC220V/2A 

a.  Pushbutton Control Wiring 

T

S

R

W

V

U

K1 

K2 

SS 

TP 

Main Power Input 

Start 

Stop 

Interlock 

10 

9 

8 

7 

12 

11 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1

380V/440V: 4-20mA Signal Output 

660V: 380V Power Input 

Fault Relay Output 

AC380/3A, DC220V/2A 

Motor 

SB 05 

03 

01 

Start / Stop 
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Control wiring: 

A. Soft start input: terminal 9 is the start input, high level enable. When terminal 9 

is connected with 10, the start is action. The start characteristics can be seen in 

the operating specifications. 

B. Soft stop input: terminal 8 is the soft stop input, low level enable. When 

terminal 8 is disconnected with 10,, the soft stop is action. If the soft stop time 

is programmed to “zero”, it will stop instantaneously. The stop characteristics 

can be seen in the operating specifications. 

C. Start and stop controlled by a relay (two wire control): When terminal 8 and 9 

are shorted, through a contact of a relay can control the start and stop. This 

relay contact is connected to terminal 8/9 and 10. If the relay contact is closed, 

soft start is action, and if it is opened, soft stop is action. If the soft stop time is 

programmed to “zero”, when the relay contact is opened, stop is rapid (shown 

as Figure.4.2b).  

D. Interlock: terminal 7 is the interlock input, low level enable. “TP” in the figure 

is a jump wire. If need the interlock function, please change “TP” with an 

interlock contact. The contacts opened (i.e. terminal 7 is disconnected with 

terminal 10) causes the TJCS6000 to immediately remove voltage from the 

motor resulting in a coast to stop..  

E. Programmable relay output contact (K1 relay): One contact is normally open 

contact, and the other is normally close contact. Terminal 1 is common terminal. 

Its action delay time can be programmed according to the control mode 

(by-pass mode or on-line mode) which also can be programmed.  In by-pass 

mode, this relay output contact is used to control by-pass contactor. In on-line 

mode, the action delay time is programmable. The action delay time means the 

delayed time after the rated action time. The adjust delay time scope is 0~999s, 

if it is in by-pass mode, this time doesn’t function, it is set at zero. 

F. Fault output relay (K2 relay): One contact is normally open contact, and the 

other is normally close contact. Terminal 4 is a common terminal. If the 

thyristor of the soft starter breakdown, or motor overload, failure-phase, three 
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phases unbalance, over voltage, under voltage and so on, it acts. 

G. AC220V Power Input: (L, N ) the terminal are used for the power input of 

TJCS6000 series soft starter. 

4.3 Standard Analog Signal Output (4-20mA) 

TJCS6000 soft starter(main power 220V, 380V or 440V) have 4-20mA standard analog 

signal output (terminal 11 and 12), which output the motor‘s running current. 4mA 

means 0A, and 20mA means 4 times of motor rated current. It can be monitored by 

DCS and PLC, also can be directly connected to the digital display instrument to show 

the motor’s running current in remote site. In this way a current transformer is not 

need .   

4.4 AC380V Control Power Input 

A additional AC380V power supply is must connect to the terminal 11 and 12, specially for 
the soft starter of the type which main power supply voltage is AC 660V. The standard 
current output signal is not available for the soft starter of this type. 

5.Keypad and operation instruction 

5.1 Function of buttons in keypad  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                

 Figure 5.1 Keypad 
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The names of the every part of the keypad are as follows: 

 Keypad: The keypad is the carrier of the whole operation panel, all function buttons are 

on it. 

 LCD: LCD shows data during the whole operating process. The upper line shows the 

function value, while the bottom line shows the parameter value. 

 STAR button: 

As soon as the soft starter on power, a ‘Di’ sound is made, and the LCD shows as follows.  

 

 

       

This is the ‘ready’ status. 

Press the Star button to start the motor and it shows: 

 

 

 

The parameter value indicates the voltage value of the power supply and the current value 

of the motor when startup, and only the STOP button is available (can’t enter program and 

help menu). 

 

 STOP button 

When the motor is running (if the value of the soft stop time is zero), press stop button to 

stop the motor and the soft starter returns to ‘ready’ status. 

When the motor is running (if the value of the soft stop time isn’t zero), press stop button 

and the panel shows “the motor is shutting down”, the parameter value indicate the voltage 

value of the power supply and the current value of the motor when soft stop. After soft stop, 

softstrter returns to ‘ready’ status again. 

The STOP button also has reset function, and press it can return to ‘ready’ status. 

 

 SET button: 

Press the set button can enter the set menu (except the help status), the LCD shows 

CENEXE 

READY 

CENEXE 

380V  400A 
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INITIAL VOLT 

30% 

 

 

 

This is the first function of the set menu; Press the UP、DOWN button to select the 

function value which you want to change, and then press the SET button to enter the edit 

status. Press the UP and DOWN button to change the parameters, at last, press the YES 

button to confirm the operation, the soft starter will make two ‘di’ sound and it means that 

the parameter has changed successfully. Then, the soft starter comes to the ‘ready’ status 

quickly. The Parameters list is shown in Table 5. 

 

 YES button 

In the unset status, press yes button to enter the help menu, and the LCD shows 

 

 

 

Press the up and down button can show power grade and software edition of the soft starter. 

Then press the YES or STOP button can exit this help status. 

In the set status, press the YES button can confirm the parameter’s value. 

 

 UP & DOWN button 

In the set and help status, press the UP and DOWN button can choose the function value; In 

the set status, it can also the selected item’s parameter value. 

In the by-pass mode (not set or help status), press the up and down button can select the 

items by turn: the running current, apparent power, and overload coefficient of motor. 

The motor overload coefficient indicates motor overload heat-balance coefficient, 

if it exceeds 100%, soft starter can actualize overload protection based on inverse time delay 

characteristic. 

There will be a ‘★ Di’ sound is made during valid button-press otherwise the operation will 

be invalid. 

MAINS VOLTAGE 

380V 
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5.2 Parameter instruction 

Table.5 Parameters list 
No Function value Parameter initialization  Instruction 

1 INITIAL VOLT 

(Initial voltage) 
30％-70％ 50％ 

Ramp voltage mode available；In current mode, initial 

voltage is 40％ 

2 START TIME 

（Start time） 
2-60s 10s 

The time is from initial voltage to rated voltage; 

Current-limit mode is unavailable 

3 STOP TIME 

（Stop time） 
0-60s 0s 

The time of soft stop 

4 START DELAY 

（Start delay time） 
0-999s 0s 

Time from signal given to start, screen gives counting 

down display 

5 K1 DELAY TIME 

（K1 delay time）  
0-999s 0s 

K1 output electrical relay delay close time 

6 RESUME TIME 

（Interval resume time） 
0-999s 120s 

The minimum interval time between first and second 

start time, the motor overload resume time 

7 START CUR LIMIT 

（Start current limit） 
50-500％ 300％ 

Current-limit mode is available; at the ramp voltage 

mode it fixed for 450% 

8 RUN CUR LIMIT 

( (Running current limit） 
50-200％ 100％ 

According to rated current, when current exceed this 

value, actualize inverse time heat-limit protection 

9 ALARM IGNORE 

（Alarm ignore） 

refer to 

（9） 
ALARM&STOP

The state of soft starter before appearing error 

10 UV PROTECTION 

（Under Voltage protection） 
80-90％ 80％ 

The protection will effect while the input voltage is 

lower than this value  

11 OV PROTECTION 

（Over voltage protection） 
100-120％ 110％ 

The protection will effect while the input voltage is 

higher than this value 

12 START MODE 

（Start mode） 

refer to

（12） 
RAMP VOLT 

According to the load degree, choose one mode from 

four start modes 

13 OL PROTECTION 

（Overload protection mode） 

refer to

（13） 
STANDARD 

The protection mode when the motor is overload 

14 OPERATE LOC 

（Operate location） 

refer to

（14） 

KEYPAD&REM

OTE 

Select one mode from eight control modes 

15 RESUME MODE 

（Resume mode） 

refer to

（15） 
AUTO 

Choose fault resume mode 

16 PROGRAM MODE 

(Program mode)  

refer to

（16） 
EDIT ALLOW 

Whether the parameter is protected, in the protection 

mode, the parameter can’t be changed. 

17 COMM ADDRESS 

（Communicate address） 
00~255 00 

Use for communication between the soft starter and 

main controller. 

18 K1 CTL MODE 

（K1 control mode） 

refer to

（18） 
BY-PASSED 

The delay time of K1 relay output 

19 STOP CUR LIMIT 

（Soft stop current limit） 

20％- 

100％ 
80％ 

The limit current when soft stop 
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20 MOTOR RATED CUR 

（Motor rated current） 
<2*kw 2*kw 

Input the rated current on the motor’s nameplate 

21 LANGUAGE 

(Operate language)  

Chinese、

English 

Chinese 

 

Choose Chinese and English. 

Special items: 

(9) ALARM IGNORE (Alarm ignore): 

Options: ALARM IGNORE: Give an alarm but continue running, 

       ALARM&STOP: Give an alarm and stop running  

(12) START MODE (Stop mode): 

Options: CURRENT LIMIT (Current limit start) , 

  RAMP VOLT (Ramp voltage start),   

        DRIECT START (Direct start) 

        TORQUE VOLT (Torque voltage) 

(Refer to Chapter 7) 

(13) OL PROTECTION (Overload protection mode): 

Options: LEAST PROTECT (least protection):, Have not overload protection. 

        LIGHT LOAD (light-load protection), 

        STANDARD(standard protection)，   

HEAVY LOAD (heavy-load protection) 
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Figure 5.2 The over load trip characteristic 

 of the soft starter (warming state)  

(14) OPERATE LOC (Operate location): 

Options: KEYPAD ONLY: keypad control only,  

        KEYPAD&REMOTE: keypad and remote control  

        REMOTE ONLY: remote control only  

REMOTE&COMM: remote and communication control  

KEY&REM&COMM: keypad and remote and communication control 

KEYPAD&COMM: keypad and communication control 

COMM CTL ONLY: communication control only  

DISABLED: forbidden start and stop   

(15) RESUME MODE(Resume mode): 

Options: AUTO: automatic reset  
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MANUAL: Manual reset     

Automatic reset: after fault occurred, the soft starter return the normal stand-by state 

automatically in the end of the set time which is called ‘interval recovery time’. The faults 

of the over-voltage, low-voltage and free stop control circuit open are real-time check items, 

in this case, the soft starter is not reset until the faults are removed despite of the ‘interval 

recovery time’. 

Manual reset:  after fault occurred, the soft starter do not return the normal stand-by state 

unless the stop-key on the keypad to be pushed down by the operator. The faults of the 

over-voltage, low-voltage and free stop control circuit open are real-time check items, in 

this case. As soon as the faults disappear, the ‘fault contact’ is keeping on the keypad’s 

display until manual reset is taken placed. 

(16) PROGRAM MODE (Program mode): 

Options: EDIT FORBID: edit forbidden 

 EDIT ALLOW: edit allowed 

(18) K1 CTL MODE (K1 control mode): 

Options: BY-PASSED: special mode for external by-pass contactor, not allowing time 

delay.  

START MOMENT: Act when the motor begins startup, reset after soft-stop ends, 

allowing time delay.  

Attention: 

1. Press down the “YES” button and HOLD it then powered the soft starter up. The 

parameters of the soft starter will return to the ex-factory value. 

2. Under the set status, if there is no operation for 2 minutes, it will exit the set status 

automatically. 

3. During the soft start or soft stop process, the parameters can’t be programmed. 

4. Interval resume time should exceed 600s. 

5. (7), (8) is an input function in percentage, both of them are according to the rated motor 

current value. 

6. (14): If sudden stop and sudden start are not permitted, it can be set into prohibiting start 

and stop. If the remote control is permitted, the remote control terminals (8), (10) must be 
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shorted or connected a normally close switch, otherwise the motor can not be started. 

5.3 Help information and instruction 

  In the unset status, press the YES button to enter the help menu, the LCD shows power 

voltage, then press the UP and DOWN button to select other function value, refers to 

table 6. 

                     Table.6  Help menu 
No. Function value Parameter value Specification  

1 MAINS VOLTAGE 
(Mains voltage) 

XXX V Monitor the mains voltage. 

2 POWER CLASS 
(Soft starter power grade) 

XXX KW The Matched max motor power of the 
soft starter 

3 
. 
. 
11 

ALARM REC 
(Alarm records) 

1.XXXX 
. 
. 
9.XXXX 

The latest fault record information (9 
items) 
refer to table 7 

12 VERSION 
(Soft starter software 
version) 

X.XX The software version of the soft starter 

 

Under the help, press YES button or STOP button to exit. 

System fault record and its instructions refer to table 7. 

Table.7. Fault type and Specification 
No Alarm records Explanation 

1 
ALARM DISMISS 

（Alarm dismiss） 

Fault was occurred a moment ago, and was cleared now. Motor can be started 

after resetting the soft starter. 

2 
EMERGENCY 

（Emergency stop） 

Emergency stop terminal and  be⑦ ⑩  connected, or connect to normally close 

contacts in other protection device.  

3 
OVER HEAD 

（Over-heat） 

Thyristor over-heat protection action. The soft starter can start after the thyristors 

are cooled. 

4 
TIME OUT 

（Start time out） 

Motor start time is over 60s. Please increase restrict current value and change 

another start mode. 

5 
I-PHASE LOSE 

（Input phrase lose） 
Check connection the input line to the soft starter. 

6 
O-PHASE LOSE 

（Output phrase lose） 
Check connection the soft starter to the motor. 

7 UNBALANCED Phrase of input voltage or output load unbalance. 
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（Three-phrase unbalance） 

8 
OVER CURRENT 

（Start over current） 
Overload or motor power unmatched with the soft starter. 

9 
OVER LOAD 

（Motor overload） 
Motor overload protection action. 

10 
UNDER VOLT 

（Under voltage） 
Power voltage is lower than the set under voltage protection value. 

11 
OVER VOLT 

（Over voltage） 
Power voltage is higher than the set over voltage protection value. 

12 
PROGRAM ERROR 

（Program error） 
Parameter setting is wrong, set again or reset to the ex-factory set. 

13 
OUTPUT SHORT 

（Output short circuit） 
Load or thyristors short circuit or overload. 

14 

STOP CUT 

（Remote stop control 

disconnected） 

Cut outline control, check outside exterior fault. 

6. Remote Control Keypad and Communication Interface 

6.1 The remote control keypad 

TJCS6000 soft starter keypad can be moved onto a switchboard via connecting 

communication cable (to the RS485 communicate interface of the soft starter), and also can 

connect another human-machine surface keypad onto a switchboard connecting to soft 

starter. (The maximum length of communication cable is 300 meters.) The parameters can 

programmed through human-machine surface keypad on the switchboard. Meanwhile, the 

keypad can display the running voltage and current under the running status. The display of 

the soft starter shows the motor’s line current. The keypad is chuck holding installment; 

only need to take a 97*75 square window on the cabinet door. shown as Figure 6.1, 6.2 
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Figure 6.1 Remote control keypad                Figure 6.2 Remote control keypad 

installation dimensions 

6.2 ModBus and ProfiBus 

TJCS6000 soft starter supply the optional data communication functions of ModBus RTU and 
ProfiBus-DP in which the physical level is base on RS485. With those functions the multi-device data 
communications can be realized. The details refer to the communication protocol manual of TJCS6000 
series soft starter.  
Note: both the ModBus RTU and ProfiBus-DP communication module are optional parts, please make 
special comment on the order sheet. The communication protocol manual is attached to the 
communication module and is unavailable for a standard device. 

7. Principle 

When motor starting, the control signal is sent to the control board of soft starter from the 

input/output circuit, then the thyristor unit is triggered off.. The motor starts according to 

the presented start method (There is detailed describe in 7th section starting type.). After the 

motor current go down and the motor voltage reaches to the rated value), thyristors are 

opened, and the by-pass contactor (KM) is closed. The process of start is finished, and the 

motor turns to normal running. During motor normal running, the current (voltage) of the 

motor is monitored by the soft starter, in this way a protection action can be realized. 

When motor stopping, the control signal is sent to the control board of soft starter from the 

input/output circuit. Firstly, the by-pass contactor (KM) is opened. Secondly, thyristors are 

triggered off. The time until the motor stop is decided by the stopping mode (There is 

detailed description in 8.2 section Stopping mode.). 
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The electrical schematic of the soft starter <=55kW and > 75kW are shown as Figure 7.1 

and 7.2. R, S, T is three phase power supply terminal, and U, V, W is the output terminal. 

W

U

V
KM

KM

KM

HL

HL

HL

KM

T

S

R

M

display board

Soft starter control panel

Input
Output

Figure 7.1 Electrical schematic (<=55kW) 

display board

V

W

U

KM

KM

KM

input
output

KM KM KM

Soft starter control panel

HL

HL

HL

T

S

R
M

Figure 7.2 Electrical schematic (> 75kW) 
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8. Starting mode  

TJCS6000 series soft starter can be started by four ways to be applicable for various motors 

and loads. The user may choose the starting control mode to be suitable for the application. 

8.1 Control mode 

A、Current limitation(applicable for normal load starting) 

The motor will be started as the preset maximum current. After the motor is started, the 

motor current automatic recover to the normal running current. (Shown as Figure 8.1) 

Starting current limitation (Ix) can be programmed by keypad from 50% to 500% of the 

motor rated current. 

 
                       Figure 8.1 

B. Voltage ramp (applicable for heavy load starting) 

The motor will be started as the preset voltage and voltage ramp time. Meantime, the 

soft starter unit will limit the maximum current automatically, which cannot exceed 4.5 

times rated current of the motor. When the voltage ramp time reach, voltage rise to the 

rated voltage. (Shown as Figure 8.2) 

Initial voltage can be programmed by keypad from 30% to 70% of the motor rated 

voltage, and ramp time can be set from 0s to 60s. 
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Figure 8.2 

C、Direct start (applicable for the motor urgent starting) 

   This mode is applied in an emergent situation for operation when fault takes place in 

the soft starter. In this case, the soft starter can not start a motor normally. The direct 

start mode can be used starting the motor on condition that are acceptable for the power 

supply and mechanical equipment both. When using direct start, the contactor inside of 

the soft starter is closed at once. A service is needed after motor work. In this mode, the 

soft starter supplies overload protection for motor only,. other protection functions are 

not available. Normally, if soft starter is good condition, this mode is not allowed to be 

chosen. 

 D、Ramp voltage with additional pulse mode  (applicable for the motors starting to drive 

those large centrifugal blower type load) 

Based on the voltage ramp starting mode, after 100ms since beginning start, it will be 

added with 100ms pulse voltage to take over static torque.(refer to Figure 8.3). 

Initial voltage is in 30%-70% rated value, it can be programmed in 0-60s after 

beginning starting. 
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Figure 8.3 

8.2 Stopping mode 

1.1 coast stop: After received the signal “stop”, the motor’s connection terminal will be 

cut off  from power, motor will coast down to stop. 

1.2 Soft stop: After the soft starter received the stop signal, it will control the output 

torque of the motor and drive equipments gradually and smoothly reduce to zero in 

preset time. This makes the water pump load stopping without reverse water drip. 

In the whole process of the stopping, the program controls the motor current will 

not exceed the motor’s running current, the stopping time is within 0~60s it can be 

programmed via keypad. 

   

Figure 8.4 
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9. Protection functions & instructions 

TJCS6000 series of softstarer have good protection functions, which can protect soft starter 

and the motor to operate safely. On application, consumers should set the protection grade 

and the protection parameter based on different cases. 

9.1 Overload protection 

Action value can be programmed; recovery time is automatically controlled needing restart 

the soft starter. Curve of action according to the criterion of hot over-load relay act time- 

inverse. (Refer to table 8) 

Table 8 the specification of action time over-load protection 

Run current/setting current 1.05 1.2 1.5 6.0 

Action time No action in 2h <2h <2min <5s 

9.2 Phase-failure protection 

Action to stop. It is firmed in program, can not be programmed. Action takes place over 5 

seconds. 

9.3 Over voltage protection 

Action to stop. It can be programmed via keypad from 100% to 120% of rated value. 

Action time is 5 seconds. 

9.4 Under voltage protection 

Action to stop. It can be programmed via keypad from 80% to 90% of rated value. Action 

time need 5 seconds. 

9.5 Thyristor protection 

Action to stop. It is firmed in program, can not be programmed..  Action takes place when 

thyristor is overheat(>80℃), recovery time is depended on the temperature of thyristor. The 
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stating and running can not be operated when thyristor inside soft starter is damaged.  

9.6 Operation protection 

Control locations can be programmed via keypad, there are remote control、keypad control、remote & 

keypad control、remote & keypad locked. 

10. Appendix 

10.1 The key technical parameters of soft starter 

Key technical parameters of soft starter    Table9 
No. Items Description No. Items Description 

1 Rated Voltage 
AC: 220V, 380V, 

440V, 660V 
7 max start time 60s 

2 Rated Current 30A~800A 8 max stop time 60s 

3 Rated Frequency 50Hz, 60Hx 9 max start current 
5 times of 

rated current 

4 Rated Power 15KW~400KW 10
Environment  
temperature 

-15℃~40℃ 

5 
Overload 
protection 

Yes 11 Protection grade IP20 

6 
Communication 

interface (option) 
ModBus, ProfiBus 12 Attitude height 

2000 meters or 
below 
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